Introduction and background
Leadership is a nebulous concept, yet fascinating. Implicitly, every institution and social unit attests to the pivotal role of leadership. At home, parents refer to some children as leaders of other children either for good or bad; youth groups claim to engage in initiatives to develop leaders; churches focus a great deal on efforts to develop their leaders, while organisations expend significant resources on leadership development. Van Dyk and Van Niekerk (2004:1) observe that leadership is a popular topic because of the assumed role it plays in group and organisational effectiveness. The success of a group or organisation depends primarily on the quality of its leadership. The pivotal role of leadership in society and organisations cannot be emphasised enough (Mostert 2005 Within the context of globalisation where boundaries have melted away (Ceglowski 1998:1) and multinational corporations are exerting energies and resources in creating corporate cultures across countries to ensure brand and product uniformity, the situation begs the question regarding the role and influence of cultural context on leadership. Guenther and Heidebrecht (1999:5) explain that historically leadership has always been influenced by specific cultural and philosophical frameworks. Thus, they advance a contextual approach to leadership. They advise that the process of identifying, designing and practising leadership should be informed by the context in which leadership is practised. O'Malley (2003:2-3) adds that situational variables of leadership are a modern feature of assessing leadership effectiveness. Following this contextual thread of leadership, Mostert (2005:2) and Smit (2012:1) state that African leadership therefore should import some of the African concepts, philosophy and approaches for effectiveness. The term Africa used in this article refers to sub-Saharan Africa. Within the broader concept of African leadership, the focus of this article is on the aspects of people's practices of kingship and gerontocracy.
The key features that influence African leadership are kingship, gerontocracy and other cultural values such as interdependence, communalism, relationship-awareness and respectfulness. This cultural influence on leadership has, however, both positive and negative effects. Focusing on kingship, Oladosu (2005:2) argues that African kingship and monarchies in many instances were founded on war and conquest. African kingship institutions are said to be derived from intellectual pretence whereby kingship is so noble that the monarchs are to be credited with the divine right to reign as the legally-illimitable, supreme sovereigns over their subjects. This therefore leads to kings who are autocratic, unchallenged and oppressive towards their subjects, including even their own families. O'Malley (2003:48) , citing Mufuka and other African scholars, chronicles numerous incidents of brutality among kings in their kingdoms across Southern, West and East Africa. Hence, although discouraged, it is understandable why significant numbers of African church leaders emerging from the African continent adopt the kingship model of leadership and its associated nuances. As Guenther and Heidebrecht (1999:1) add, leadership models used by the church over the years have been adopted, in part, because of their practical function within a specific cultural and philosophical framework. Leadership models continue to reflect the adaptation of the church to new circumstances and cultures.
Importantly, kingship in our discussion is generically used to denote traditional African leadership where kingship and gerontocracy related traditional practices influence and shape leadership style. These leaders could be males or females. For instance, Pfarelo (2013:1) in his doctoral thesis clearly describes how female leaders influence traditional leadership. He argues that even though in many communities women are subordinate to men, there are special classes of women who play critical roles in the public sphere and whom the society regards highly. These women shape the mode and style of leadership in community or home. In the case of the Venda people these are the makhadzi, the sisters of one's father. Pfarelo (2013:1) states that even though these women are not explicitly recognised by legislation, they yield power and influence. There is a long list of African women leaders who function like kings and shape leadership styles in Africa, just like their male counterparts. The traditional African approach to leadership, largely influenced by kingship and gerontocracy, tends to influence general African leadership styles. Alexander (2012:2) insightfully reveals an important African leadership dynamic. She asks, 'Why do so many African leaders die in office?' She observes that it is rare for the leader of a country to die in office, but from 2008 to 2012 it happened thirteen times worldwide and ten of those leaders were in Africa. The question is, why in Africa? She states: 'The obvious answer is that African leaders are just older than those of other continents.' She adds: '[I]t is believed Africans like their leaders to be older' (my emphasis). Respect for elders is embedded in the culture of many African countries (Magezi 2006:2) . She illustrates her point by comparing the average age of serving African leaders to those of the other continents. The average ages indicate that the average age of African leaders is higher than those of other continents.
Ascribed kingship and gerontocracy leadership is often not questioned. The people in leadership often wield too much power and are feared. Igué (2009:18) notes that many African societies function on the basis of fear and that they find it difficult to introduce initiatives that may bring progress. A similar trend is evident in churches. The leadership comprises 
Definition of leadership -An operational definition
Notwithstanding the undisputed role of leadership in daily living, the concept is understood differently depending on the context, be it at home, in church or, for instance, within Wall Street corporations. At home, the focus on children could be to ensure that older siblings lead younger ones in conforming to household and family ideals. At church, the concern could be to ensure that those who hold positions of authority discharge their duties in support of the pastor to effectively advance the goal of the church. Finally, for Wall Street corporations, leadership may entail ensuring that investors realise optimum returns on their investments. Due to these myriad views on the concept, it may arguably be futile to attempt a meaningful discussion on the subject of leadership. Nonetheless, it would be irresponsible to proceed without framing a guiding definitional framework on the concept of leadership. Rost (1993:37) and Barker (2002:5-10) , both cited by Winston and Patterson (2006:6-7) , reviewed definitions of leadership in order to formulate a concise definition, but the conclusions were unconvincing. Winston and Patterson (2006:7) note that Rost concluded his work with a reductionistic five-point definition of leadership while Barker, in a similar manner, reductionistically concluded that leadership is about two things: process and behaviour. In order to avoid the pitfalls of their research predecessors, Winston and Patterson (2006:8) have opted for an integrative definition of leadership that helps researchers and practitioners to more fully understand the breadth and scope of leadership as a concept. Winston and Patterson (2006:6) Albeit not a concise definition, this framework provides a compass for the discussion.
Therefore, guided by the above definition we proceed to provide an overview of the debate on African leadership with a view to delineating its features leading to a proposal for a functional model.
African leadership conception -Variegated approaches
The quest for a true and authentic African leadership definition has been a subject of discussion that sometimes evokes emotions among African scholars. The clear challenge that stands out is to articulate the meaning of African leadership. Nkomo (2006:1) Although kingship conveys on the ruler the sovereignty, power, authority and supremacy over others, the king's authority is derived from the people. Even though the king has supreme authority, the system encourages checks and balances and separation of power between the traditional rulers and the kingmakers. O'Malley (2003:3) describes the utility of kingship by referring to the birth, growth and demise of Afrikaner leadership. He observes that the Khoisan's lack of elaborate leadership or kingship institutions contributed, in large measure, to their ruthless exploitation, while the Bantu groups were saved from similar harsh treatment by the protection offered them by relatively strong traditional kingship leadership systems even though these were eventually conquered by a combination of British and Boer military might.
In view of the above, it is observed that the role of African kingship albeit controversial is the bedrock of African leadership. Mostert (2005:2) advises that African leadership has to import relevant ideas stemming from African thought and philosophy for effective leadership. Similarly, Nkomo (2006:1-2) notes that the efforts of African philosophers to articulate African leadership tenets is an attempt to correct the lack of acknowledgement or omission of the existence of leadership in pre-colonial Africa that should inform contemporary leadership approaches. Notably, African leaders are influenced by their tradition and culture, explicitly or implicitly. Smit (2012:2) in his essay, 'Leadership challenge for Africa', observes two perspectives that stood out in his interviews with black African leaders. The first perspective is the impact of culture and tradition in the sense that some leaders preferred informality and showed aversion to structure and reluctance to take a stand, set the agenda and lead for a righteous cause. The second perspective is the polarity that African leaders often experience whereby on the one hand there is the Western emphasis on practical, merit based, bottom-line effectiveness and, on the other hand, the Africans' preference to be interdependent, communal, relationship-aware and respectful. Smit (2012: 2) therefore concludes that in order to be successful, leaders of Africa have to earn followers from both perspectives and they have to lead confidently within this paradox. 
African leadership for the future
The African leadership hidden treasure seems to be trapped in Africa's former leadership approaches and the reality of Africa's present leadership. While scholars point to Africa's glorious past as evidence that a unique and effective form of leadership existed in Africa, these approaches have never been scientifically tested; hence, they lack efficacy (Nkomo 2006:2; O'Malley 2003:90 suggest that the African leadership tenets that could be noted to contribute to the leadership discussion are:
• Reality of the current space of African leaders entail the employment of an integrative approach of Western and African values, that is, two souls (Mzondi 2009 ).
• The values of humanism, communalism, and altruism enshrined in the notion of ubuntu should be integrated in leadership approaches.
• There has to be cognisance of the idea of kingship and gerontocracy as embedded values among African leaders.
• The notion of not ruling alone while in leadership, which leads to establishment of balance of power, should be noted. The king and ruler lead with counsellors.
• The leader or king identifies with his people. His identity is intricately linked with his people. The king and his people are one.
Thus, while the treasure of African leadership may remain hidden and unfound, the above clues may be a beginning compass towards articulating African leadership. The question, however, is: how could these African leadership elements be integrated with the biblical notion of servant leadership to inform African church leaders? To respond to this question, one has to understand the meaning of biblical servant leadership, to which we now turn.
Kingship and servanthood merged: From general servant leadership to biblical servant leadership
The term servant leadership was coined by Robert Greenleaf (1904 -1990 ) in 1970 . Van Dierendonck (2011 :1228 -1229 and Graham (1991) note that in our times of individualism, servant leadership is particularly relevant because it adds the component of social responsibility to transformational leadership. Van Dierendonck (2011 :1228 -1229 ) describes servant leadership as follows: it is demonstrated by empowering and developing people; by expressing humility, authenticity, interpersonal acceptance, and stewardship; and by providing direction. Considering the fuzziness of this definition, it is worthwhile to consider the description of servant leadership. A servant leader is an individual who begins with the natural feeling that one wants to serve. Then this conscious choice brings one to aspire to lead. The best test for servant leadership is summed up in the answers to the following questions: Do those served grow as persons? Do they, while being served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous, and more likely themselves to become servants? And, what is the effect on the least privileged in society? Will they benefit, or at least not further be harmed? Thus servant leadership places 'going beyond one's self-interest' as a core characteristic. In comparison to other leadership theories, servant leadership emphasises the importance of follower outcomes in terms of personal growth without necessarily being related to organisational outcomes.
Literature on servant leadership highlights that for a servant leader power is the possibility to serve others and may even be considered a prerequisite for servant leaders. Serving and leading become almost exchangeable in servant leadership. Being a servant allows a person to lead; being a leader implies that a person serves (Phipps 2010:7; Van Dierendonck 2011 :1230 Vondey 2010:3) . Servant leaders are motivated by something more important than the need for power, namely, the need to serve (Luthans & Avolio 2003) . Indeed Van Dierendonck (2011:1254) rightly concludes his article by saying, 'servant leadership is an intriguing new field of study for management researchers'. However, how is servant leadership in leadership and management literature different compared to biblical servant leadership?
Servant leadership as contained in management literature is different from a biblical view of servant leadership. Even though some elements of servant leadership and biblical leadership may overlap, there are clear differences, at least in the following five areas: reference, guiding principles, motivation, agent and goal. The reference point is Jesus as king and servant, the guiding principles are drawn from the normative source -the scriptures; motivation is the realisation of God's kingdom on earth; agent refers to the embodiment of the biblically desired leadership by human leaders; and the goal is faith development. This framework of servant leadership suggests that the locus and context of biblical leadership is the church, although the reach is both to the faith community and to the larger public.
Biblical servant leadership should be understood from God's perspective of leadership as outlined in the normative source -the scriptures. Kingship as the institution that was responsible for leading God's people, had clear prescriptions. However, prior to the establishment of kingship, Israel's leadership inaugurated by Moses was charismatic leadership. Tushima (2012:164-166) explains that charismatic refers to the combined factors of a person being elected by the deity for some special task and therefore uniquely endowed with the enabling presence of the deity, as manifested by the descent of the deity's spirit upon the person or some other palpable evidence of divine presence upon the person coupled with the individual's manifestation of exceptional abilities, especially with respect to securing deliverance for his or her people. Joshua, Moses' successor, continued in the same tradition of charismatic leadership until the time of the judges ended with the institution of kingship.
The prescription for kingship is outlined in Deuteronomy 17:14-20. The way the Israelite kings were to be distinct and unlike the other nations as outlined in Deuteronomy 17:14-20 consisted of three prohibitions, namely, non-proliferation of horses, wives, and wealth, and three prescriptions, namely, copy the law, study the law, and obey the law. Tushima (2012:169) observes that the three prohibitions relate directly to the lifestyles of ancient Near Eastern kings: the pursuit of a strong military for security and territorial expansionism (represented by the horses), political alliances (represented by wives), and accumulation of wealth often associated with the oppression and exploitation of the weak both within the monarch's realm (through excessive taxation and other oppressive practices) and outside of it (through wars, conquests, or levy of tributes). These are the very things from which Israel's charismatic leadership (even in a monarchical form) was to refrain. Reliance on military strength would take Israel's focus away from God, their true King and the One who also led them in their wars (Dt 20:1; cf. Dt 31:1-6; Jdg 7:2; 2 Chr 32:1-8). Political alliances with their concomitant marriages would obliterate Israel's distinctiveness through religious perversion (Dt 17:17; cf. Dt 7:3-4; Jos 23:12-13; Jdg 3:6-7; 1 Ki 11:1-4). Similarly, multiplication of wealth always went together with the perversion of justice, oppression and exploitation of the poor and powerless, which Israel was prohibited from indulging in (Dt 16:19; 27:19) .
To ensure the kings' obedience they had to keep a copy of the law, study the law, and obey the law. Israel's kingship was aimed at helping God's people to remain in submission and obedience to their true sovereign God. Tushima (2012:169) Referring to Jesus' humble actions in washing the disciples' feet, Beswick (2013:1) concludes that taking the role of servant was not denying his leadership; he continued to bear the responsibilities that had been given to him by the Father. What he did was to provide a model for a new kind of leadership, namely the servant leader. As he said to the disciples: 'Whoever wants to be first must be last of all and servant of all' (Mk 9:34-35). Jesus' teachings and actions were radical and revolutionary. He demonstrated a radically different kind of society and leadership. Beswick (2013:1) said it is not one in which there is no leadership, or no authority, let alone no responsibility. Jesus in his teachings and actions modelled and warned those who are obsessed with equality and those who may stage humility as people against true servant leadership.
In an insightful way, Gumbleton (2013) Towards a Christian leadership model: A king who is a servant as leadership transformation in African church leadership Louw (2011:1-2) in his assessment of practical theology concludes that practical theology is that field within theology that deals with the praxis of God. It entails understanding the implications of the God-human encounter for life. He adds that practical theology is interested in the intention, motivation and telos [purposeful meaning] of human actions within the field of ministry, communities of faith and social contexts. In this regard, it tries to link appropriate understandings of God with the pastoral and hermeneutical endeavour of understanding the salvific actions of God and his presence in life events. Within Christian leadership development, a specific understanding of both the power of the church and its leaders and the power of God is needed. Louw (2011 :3-4), citing Hall (1993 , points out that the notion of an authoritative powerful church-praxis that is contrary to tenderness and weakness should be abandoned. I therefore propose that the church and its leaders should explore and embrace an understanding of God and his Son Jesus where he is both king and servant, for leadership that is both constructive and service oriented. Jesus was the king and a servant at the same time. As described above, Jesus taught and demonstrated servant leadership as a king.
The African leader is sandwiched between African culture, modernity, church and denominational traditions and biblical frameworks of leadership as indicated in Figure 1 . Mzondi (2009:iv) Church leaders are reminded, to the extent possible, of the African values of humanism, communalism, and altruism, enshrined in the notion of ubuntu, which should be integrated in leadership approaches. However, the motivation should be the service of one another as demonstration of God's kingdom on earth. The focus should be to contribute to the development of people's faith and the glorification of God. Even in situations where church leaders are called to perform a public role, the fundamental principle of representing God's kingdom should be emphasised. Applying the Deuteronomic leadership ideal of kings, church leaders should be different from the other people, that is, those who are not of the faith.
The idea of kingship and gerontocracy being key values among African people should be moderated. The model of Jesus as king, but at the same time a servant, should be adopted to influence selfless leadership. Instead of leaders to be treated first and in opulence, they should put the people and their interests first under their leadership. While leaders occupy a special respected place in the life of Africans within the church community, an assessment should be made to determine their level of spiritual maturity. Furthermore, there has to be continuous assessment of the extent to which a community plays a constructive or destructive role and moderate accordingly (Magezi 2006:3-5) .
By establishing church leadership comprising a number of elders, there is balance of power among church leaders. Indeed the king or ruler needs a council to advise him. This, therefore, resonates with the eldership council among African communities. The concern should be the quality of the people comprising the council. Both council members and the leader should be conscious of the need for spiritual guidance in leadership.
The foregoing propositions assume that the church leader is an eschatological being operating within the now 'as already saved' and the 'not yet' kingdom to come. It implies that the being of the person in leadership is a pneumatological being. Therefore, to view church leadership as the praxis of God means the leader 'enfleshes' and embodies the engagement of God with life. In this regard, church servant leadership should be a hermeneutical endeavour of understanding the salvific actions of God and his presence in life events. A Christian leader's 'being' should be pneumatological, in order to function within the framework of biblical servanthood principles. It is when a leader is operating as a pneumatological being that sense, meaning and understanding of the true sense of the Godimage of God as king who is a servant and vulnerable could make sense. This according to Paul, is what he calls foolishness from the eyes of the world (1 Cor 3:19). Thus, Carroll's (2011:7) observation that Christian leadership finds its identity and purpose in the story of Jesus and the story of the people of Israel is a critical guide to church leadership.
Conclusion
The above discussion revealed that Christianity is mediated through culture and people's cultural practices. It discussed African leadership and its associated characteristics. Secondly, it discussed servant leadership with particular focus on biblical servant leadership. Thirdly, it proposed an integrated transformational leadership model employing a paradoxical God-image of Servant King as king with power but vulnerable and serving that is informed from the biblical kingship ideal that was fulfilled in Christ. The discussion revealed that it may be a futile exercise for African leaders to be backward looking to pre-colonial times, as opposed to rather focusing on retrieving some African leadership elements that are still relevant to contemporary Africa. These elements could also contribute to global leadership discussion. However, these elements need to be moderated and integrated with biblical leadership principles to develop a constructive and responsible African Christian leadership. Such a leadership style is possible when the leader is operating within a pneumatological framework. 
